Annotating cell types is a critical step in single cell RNA-Seq (scRNA-Seq) data analysis. Some 25 supervised/semi-supervised classification methods have recently emerged to enable automated 26 cell type identification. However, comprehensive evaluations of these methods are lacking to 27 provide practical guidelines. Moreover, it is not clear whether some classification methods 28 originally designed for analyzing other bulk omics data are adaptable to scRNA-Seq analysis. In 29 this study, we evaluated ten cell-type annotation methods publicly available as R packages. Eight 30 of them are popular methods developed specifically for single cell research (Seurat, scmap, 31 SingleR, CHETAH, SingleCellNet, scID, Garnett, SCINA). The other two methods are 32 repurposed from deconvoluting DNA methylation data: Linear Constrained Projection (CP) and 33 Robust Partial Correlations (RPC). We conducted systematic comparisons on a wide variety of 34 public scRNA-seq datasets as well as simulation data. We assessed the accuracy through intra- 35 dataset and inter-dataset predictions, the robustness over practical challenges such as gene 36 filtering, high similarity among cell types, and increased classification labels, as well as the 37 capabilities on rare and unknown cell-type detection. Overall, methods such as Seurat, SingleR, 38 CP, RPC and SingleCellNet performed well, with Seurat being the best at annotating major cell 39 types. Also, Seurat, SingleR, CP and RPC are more robust against down-sampling. However, 40 Seurat does have a major drawback at predicting rare cell populations, and it is suboptimal at 41 differentiating cell types that are highly similar to each other, while SingleR and RPC are much 42 better in these aspects. All the codes and data are available at: 43 https://github.com/qianhuiSenn/scRNA_cell_deconv_benchmark. 44 45 46 47 48 49 50 51 52
Introduction
failed to predict when cell-cell similarity is high (low DE) . In this context, the pre-defined marker 171 genes may be 'ambiguous' to discriminate in multiple cell types, which may cause problems for 172 Garnett to train the classifier.
173
The effect of increased classification labels on annotation performance 174 The increased cell type classification labels imposed a challenge for some methods in inter and 175 intra-data predictions. We designed five simulation datasets each composed of an increased 176 number (N) of cell groups (N = 10, 20, 30, 40, 50) with a constant total cell numbers, gene 177 numbers, and level of differential expression among cell groups. Similar to the performance that 178 we observed on intra-data and inter-data classification experiments, the increased classification 179 grouping labels lead to dropping accuracy for most methods, except SingleR, which is extremely 180 robust without drop of performance (Figure 2E-G) . RPC is consistently ranked 2nd regardless of 181 the cell group numbers. Seurat and CP are ranked the 3nd and 4rd for their robustness before N=30, 182 with small differences in accuracy metrics. However, after N=30, the accuracy of Seurat 183 deteriorates faster and is ranked 4rd instead. The performance issue in Seurat may be due to its 184 susceptibility towards cell-cell similarity. Since we keep a constant differential expression level 185 despite the increased cell grouping labels, more cell types have similar expression profiles and 186 they are more likely to be misclassified. On the other hand, Garnett failed to predict when 187 simulation data set has cell types N>20. Therefore, the simulation study confirms the practical 188 challenge of increased cell labels in multi-label classification for most methods evaluated. SingleR 189 is the most robust method against increased complexity in both real dataset and simulation data 190 evaluations.
191
The effect of gene filtering 192 We also evaluated the stability of annotation methods in inter-dataset classification, by varying the 193 number of query input features. For this purpose, we used the human pancreas data pair ( Table 2) . 194 We randomly down sampled the features from Fluidigm data into 15,000, 10,000 and 5000 input 195 genes, based on the original log count distribution (Figure 3A) . When the number of features 196 decreases, most methods show decreased metric scores as expected (Figure 3B) . Seurat and 197 SingleR are the top 2 most robust methods over the decrease of feature numbers, and their ARI 198 scores remain high across all sampling sizes (ARI > 0.9). Again, methods such as Garnett, scID 199 and scmap are more susceptible to low feature numbers, since their performances decrease as the 200 feature number decreases. Therefore, using query data with fewer features than the reference data 201 may affect the prediction performance of those methods. Alternatively, we also downsized the 202 samples by reducing the number of raw reads before alignment and tag counting steps ( Figure   203 3C). While most methods show fairly consistent accuracy scores with reduced raw reads as 204 expected, a couple of methods, such as singleCellNet and scID, are perturbed by this procedure 205 ( Figure 3D) .
206

Rare population detection 207
Identifying rare populations in single cells is a much biologically interesting aspect. We evaluated 208 the inter-dataset classification accuracy per cell population for the top 5 methods based on overall 209 accuracy and adjusted rand index (ARI) ( Figure S4 ): Seurat, SingleR, CP, singleCellNet and RPC 210 ( Figure 1A-B ). We used a mixture of 9 cell populations with a wide variety of percentages (50%, 211 25%, 12.5%, 6.25%, 3.125%, 1.56%, 0.97%, 0.39%, 0.195%) in ten repeated simulation datasets 212 with different seeds (Figure 4A) . When the size of the cell population is larger than 50 cells out 213 of 2000 cells, all five methods achieve high cell-type specific accuracy of over 0.8 ( Figure 4B) . 214 However, the classification performances drop drastically for Seurat and singleCellNet when the 215 cell population is 50 or less. On the other hand, most low-performing methods have fluctuated 216 performance and do not perform well in classifying the major cell populations ( Figure S4B ).
217
Interestingly, bulk-reference based methods such as SingleR, CP and RPC are extremely robust 218 against the size changes of a cell population. They employ averaged profiles as the references and 219 are not susceptible to low cell counts. One challenge for some other single cell methods is that 220 there are not enough cell counts from a low-proportion cell type. Some methods just remove or 221 ignore those cell types in the training phase (such as Garnett), or during alignment (such as Seurat) 222 by their threshold parameters of the algorithms.
223
Unknown population(s) detection 224
Among the scRNA-seq specific annotation tools, five methods (Garnett, SCINA, scmap, 225 CHETAH, scID) contain the rejection option that allows 'unassigned' labels. This is a rather 226 practical option, as the reference data may not contain all cell labels present in the query data. In 227 order to assess how accurate these methods are at labeling 'unassigned' cells, we used the scheme 228 of "hold-out one cell type evaluation" on the same simulation dataset pair used in cross-dataset 229 prediction. That is, we remove the signature of one cell type in the reference matrix while keeping the query intact. The evaluation repeated five times for all five cell types. For each method, we 231 measured the average classification accuracies excluding the hold-out group (Figure 4C) , and the 232 accuracy of assigning unlabeled class to the leave-out group in the query (Figure 4D ). Among the 233 five methods compared, SCINA, scmap and scID all have metrics scores above the average level 234 of all tools tested for accuracy excluding the hold-out group (Figure 4C) . However, SCINA has 235 better accuracy in rejecting cell groups existing in the query dataset but not in the reference ( Figure   236 4D). Similar results were observed from "hold-out two cell type evaluation" ( Figure S5 ). SCINA 237 has a relatively better balance between overall accuracy in existing cell types and precise rejection 238 in non-existing cell types.
239
The caveat here, however, is that none of the rejection-enabled methods are among the best 240 performing methods in terms of overall accuracy, stability and robustness to cell type similarities.
241
Since accuracy, stability and robustness are probably more important attributes to assess these 242 methods, the practical guide value based on the results of unknown population detection is limited.
243
Time and memory comparison 244
In order to compare the runtime and memory utilization of the annotation methods, we simulated 245 six data sets each composed of 20,000 genes, with 5 cell types of equal proportion (20%), in total 246 cell numbers of 5000, 10,000, 15,000, 20,000, 25,000, 50,000, respectively (see Materials and 247 methods). All methods show increases in computation time and memory usage when the number 248 of cells increases (Figure 5 ). Of the five top-performing methods in the intra-data and inter-data 249 annotation evaluations (Figure 1) , singleCellNet and CP outperform others on speed ( Figure 5A) . 250 As the dataset size increases beyond 50,000 cells, methods such RPC require a runtime as large as 251 6 hours. For memory utilization, singleCellNet and CP consistently require less memory than other 252 top performing methods ( Figure 5B) . Notably, the best performing method Seurat (by accuracy) 253 requires memories as large as 100GB, when dataset size increases beyond 50,000 cells, which is 254 significantly larger than most other methods. In all, based on computation speed and memory 255 efficiency, singleCellNet and CP outperform others among the top-class accurate annotation 256 methods.
257
Discussion
258
In this study, we presented comprehensive evaluations of 10 computational annotation methods in 259 R packages, on single cell RNA-Seq data. Of the 10 methods, 8 of them are designed for single-260 cell RNA-seq data, and 2 of them are our unique adaptation from methylation-based analysis. We 261 evaluated these methods on 6 publicly available scRNA-seq datasets as well as many additional 262 simulation datasets. We systematically assessed accuracy (through intra-dataset and inter-dataset 263 predictions), the robustness of each method with challenges from gene filtering, cell-types with 264 high similarity, increased cell type classification labels, and the capabilities on rare population 265 detection and unknown population detection, as well as time and memory utilization ( Figure 6) . 266 In summary, we found that methods such as Seurat, SingleR, CP, RPC and SingleCellNet 267 performed relatively well overall, with Seurat being the best-performing methods in annotating 268 major cell types. Methods such as Seurat, SingleR, RPC and CP are more robust against down-269 sampling. However, Seurat does have a major drawback at predicting rare cell populations, as well 270 as minor issues at differentiating highly similar cell types and coping with the increased 271 classification labels, while SingleR and RPC are much better in these aspects.
272
During the preparation of the manuscript, another evaluation paper was published in a special 273 edition of Genome Biology [24] . We, therefore, address the differences between these two studies' 274 methodologies, before discussing our own findings in detail. First, rather than simply comparing 275 the methods claimed to be "single cell specific", we uniquely repurpose two methods: Linear
276
Constrained Projection (CP) and Robust Partial Correlations (RPC). Although they were originally 277 developed for DNA methylation data deconvolution, their regression-based principle could be 278 adapted to scRNA-seq supervised/semi-supervised classification. We modified the final regression 279 coefficients as the probability of one specific cell type label, rather than the cell content as in DNA 280 methylation-based deconvolution. As the results indicated, CP and RPC has comparable prediction 281 with SingleR, the overall second best method. This shows the potential of repurposing existing 282 deconvolution methods from another bulk omics analysis. Secondly, for benchmark datasets, we 283 used fewer real experimental datasets. However, we uniquely included many simulated datasets 284 while the other study did not use any. We argue that it is important to have additional simulation 285 datasets, because evaluation based on manually annotated cell-type-specific markers in the 286 experimental data is prone to bias. On the contrary, one can introduce simulation datasets with 287 'ground truth' and unbiasedly assess the tricky issues, such as identifying highly similar cell 288 populations or very rare cell populations. Thirdly, Seurat, the method with the best overall accuracy in our study, is not included in the other study. The high annotation performance of Seurat 290 on intra-data and inter-data predictions in our study, is mostly due to the fact that it's a 291 classification method using an integrated reference. Its data transfer feature shares the same 292 anchors identification step as the data integration feature. However, unlike data integration, the 293 cell type classification method in Seurat does not correct the query expression data. On top of that, 294 its default setting projects the PCA structure of a reference onto the query, instead of learning a 295 joint structure with CCA [10, 21] . This type of methods represents a new trend in single cell 296 supervised classification, evident by a series of scRNA-seq data integration methods (LIGER, 297 Harmony, scAlign etc [25] [26] [27] ). Lastly, we only selected the packages in R with good 298 documentations, as R is still the most popular bioinformatics platform for open-source scRNA-299 Seq analysis packages (e.g. the arguably most popular method Seurat, which the other study 300 omitted).
301
Although having slightly lower accuracy metrics scores than Seurat, SingleR and CP still have 302 very excellent performance in intra-data and inter-data prediction, with resilience towards gene 303 filtering and increased complexity in datasets. In addition, SingleR has better performance than 304 Seurat in predicting rare cell populations, dealing with increased cell type classification labels, as 305 well as differentiating highly similar cell types. This advantage of SingleR may benefit from its 306 method and the pseudo-bulk reference matrix. The averaged pseudo-bulk reference profile may 307 potentially remove the variation and noise from the original single cell reference profile, and it can 308 retain the expression profiles of all cell types and is not affected by the low count. SingleR uses 309 pseudo-bulk RNA-seq reference to correlate the expression profiles to each of the single cells in 310 the query data, and uses highly variable genes to find the best fit iteratively. For Seurat, the 311 annotation of the cell labels on query data is informed by the nearest anchor pairs. If two or more 312 cell types have similar profiles, their alignments may overlap which may cause misclassification.
313
Seurat also has some requirements on the minimum number of defined anchor pairs. In the case of 314 rare cell populations, the lack of the neighborhood information makes the prediction difficult.
315
Similar to other study [24] , we also found that method that incorporates the prior-knowledge (e.g.
316
Garnett and SCINA) did not improve the classification performance over other methods that do 317 not have such requirements. This prior-knowledge is limited when cell-cell similarity is large. In 318 addition, as the number of cell types increases, the search for the marker genes will become 319 challenging, making these methods even less desirable. dataset were used as the ground truth for evaluations (Table S1 ).
357
Data cleaning 358
Datasets were paired in groups by tissue type ( Table 2) . Within a pair, we used the data generated To explore the effects of different feature numbers and read depths on the performance of tools, 372 we randomly down sampled features (genes) from human pancreas-Fluidigm dataset into 5000, 373 10,000 and 15,000 input genes, following the original log count distribution. We repeated five 374 times for each downsampling scheme. Alternatively, we also down sampled the reads into 25%, 375 50%, 75% of the original read depths (with 2 repetitions) using samtools on BAM files, and then 376 realigned following the method provided by the original manuscript [32] .
377
Simulated Data Sets
We simulated a dataset using Splatter, with 4000 genes and 2000 cells (Splatter parameters, 379 dropout.shape=-0.5, dropout.mid=1), and then split each dataset into 5 cell groups with proportions 380 10%, 30%, 30%, 10% and 20%. In addition, we also generated three additional simulation sets to 381 evaluate the robustness of tools. In the first set, we generated 10 simulation datasets each has 382 10,000 genes and 2,000 cells (use Splatter parameters dropout.shape=-0.5, dropout.mid=1, 10 383 different seeds), and then split each into 9 cell groups with proportions 50%, 25%, 12.5%, 6.25%, 10, 20, 30, 49, 50) with a constant total cell numbers (10,000), gene numbers (20,000), and level 393 of differential expression among cell groups. Each simulation dataset contains two paired assays.
394
The true assay without dropouts was used as the reference and the raw assay with dropout mask 395 was used as the query.
396
Data Preprocessing
397
Cell and gene filtering 398 We filtered out cells for which fewer than 200 genes were detected and any genes that were 399 expressed in fewer than 3 cells.
400
Normalization 401
For the annotation tools that require a normalized count matrix as input, we performed log-402 normalization using a size factor of 10,000.
403
Pseudo-bulk reference matrix 404
For the annotation tools that use bulk rather than single-cell expression profiles as reference, we 405 took the average of the normalized count of each cell type group and made a pseudo-bulk RNA-406 seq reference.
407
Marker genes selection 408 Some classification tools (SCINA and Garnett) require cell-type specific marker as the input.
409
When such marker information is neither provided by the corresponding tools nor retrievable by 410 public research, we extract them from the reference data by performing differential expression common nonparametric test for a difference in mean expression between cell groups. The top 10 414 ranked marker genes for each cell type were used as the input for the corresponding tools.
415
Supervised/Semi-supervised Annotation Methods
416
We only considered pre-printed or published methods with detailed documentation on installation 417 and execution. We excluded any methods that required extensive running time, and where we were 418 unable to customize the reference dataset, or random and inconsistent predictions were produced.
419
In the end, ten cell annotation methods, publicly available as R packages, were evaluated in this 420 study. This includes eight methods (Seurat, scmap, SingleR, CHETAH, SingleCellNet, scID, 421 Garnett, and SCINA) commonly used to annotate scRNA-seq data. In addition, to investigate the 422 potential to repurpose deconvolution methods for other bulk omics analysis, we also included and 423 modified two methods originally designed for bulk DNA methylation that use a different type of 424 algorithms not yet reported in scRNA-seq specific tools: Linear Constrained Projection (CP) and 425 Robust Partial Correlations (RPC).
426
All parameters were set to default values following the author's recommendations or the 427 respective manuals (Table 1) . For methods that allow "unknown" assignments (scmap, CHETAH, 428 scID, Garnett, and SCINA), we modified the parameter to force assignments where possible 429 (except for the evaluations where unknown assignments were allowed).
430
Adaptation of CP and RPC methods for scRNA-Seq analysis
In order to accommodate the methylation-based methods for scRNA-seq data, we made some 
443
In the modified version, we first converted the single cell RNA-seq reference data into pseudo-444 bulk RNA-seq data matrix by taking the average of the normalized count of each cell type group.
445
Then we took the subset of pseudo-bulk RNA-seq data by keeping features that exhibited high 446 cell-to-cell variations across C distinct cell types in the reference dataset, and had a small condition 447 number below 3 as the signature matrix H [34] . We set the highly variable genes to 2000, using 448 FindVaraibleFeatures function from Seurat ( Figure S6 ). We let y be the profile of a given single 449 cell from the query data with the same 2000 genes from the signature matrix H. While applying 450 both algorithms, we treated the estimated weight for each cell type as the probability and the cell 451 type with the highest weight was the identity of the corresponding single cell sample in the query 452 data. This conversion is based on the fact that y no longer represents averages over many different 453 cell types, but only expression profile from only one cell type (since we have single cell data).
454
Benchmarking 455
Five-fold cross validation and cross-dataset prediction 456
For each dataset in four pairs of the real experimental datasets mentioned above, we used a 5-fold 457 cross validation where the four-fold data were used as the reference and the remaining one-fold as 458 the query. For the cross-dataset prediction, in addition to the four pairs of real datasets, we used simulation datasets containing true assay (without dropouts) as the reference and raw assay (with 460 dropout mask) as the query.
461
In order to evaluate whether batch correction and data integration benefit the classification 462 performance, for each pair of real dataset, we aligned both reference and query dataset using CCA 463 [10,21] from the Seurat data integration function. Then we separated the aligned datasets and 464 performed the cross-dataset evaluation again.
465
Performance evaluation on the effect of feature numbers and read depths 466 To investigate the robustness of different methods with regards to feature numbers and read depths, 467 we used the down-sampled human pancreas Fluidigm data set as described in the data 468 downsampling section. In such evaluation, the human pancreas Celseq2 dataset was used as the 469 reference and the down-sampled human pancreas Fluidigm dataset was used as a query.
470
Performance evaluation with effect of differential expression (DE) scale among cell groups 471 In this assessment, we used 20 simulation data sets containing the same DE gene set but differing 472 only by DE factors as described earlier in the Simulated Data Sets section. Each simulation data 473 set contains two paired assays. The true assay (without dropouts) was used as the reference and 474 the raw assay (with dropout mask) was used as the query.
475
Performance evaluation on the effect of increased classification labels 476 In this evaluation, we designed five simulation data sets, each composed of an increased number 477 (N) of cell groups (N=10, 20, 30, 40, 50) with a constant total cell numbers, gene numbers, and 478 level of differential expression among cell groups. Each simulation data set contains two paired 479 assays. The true assay (without dropouts) was used as the reference and the raw assay (with 
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